Abstract. Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) methods have shown effectiveness for network selection of heterogeneous network system, and analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is often applied to determine subjective attribute weights. However, APH method needs constructing appropriate judgment matrix and cannot address different business scenes. In this paper, we propose a novel selection algorithm for heterogeneous network system by introducing principal component analysis (PCA). By locating key attributes of different subjective demands, the whole loading vectors of PCA model can be divided into several blocks to fit different scenes. Then, the loading vectors can be used to construct subjective weights. Furthermore, we apply Criteria importance though intercrieria correlation (CITIC) method based objective weight to construct a combined weight. Therefore, the subjective demand and network objective feature can be considered jointly to select the optimal network. Simulation results show that the proposed approach can select the optimal network for different business scenes.
Introduction
With the great application of the power acquisition system, especially the gradual promotion of the "multi-meter integration" project, the acquisition system can not only satisfy the acquisition of electricity information data, but also constitute a multi-source data fusion management system. Given various communication techniques including 4G, GPRS, CDMA, RF, Lora, Ethernet, and PLC, the next generation communication system would be an open heterogeneous network which can organically combine existing and future access systems. However, the integration of heterogeneous network also leads to the question of how to select the optional network to keep data connection and transmission between concentrator and collector.
Recent years, researchers have proposed various strategies to address network selection problem. Gwon et al. [1] and Yan et al. [2] proposed a network selection method based on RSS (Received Signal Strength), which can choose suitable network by comparing the RSS of candidates with a threshold value. Park et al. [3] chose the optional network with the minimum choice cost according to the utility function of candidates' expense and users' demand. To handle complex networks with many attributes, such as, bandwidth (B), peak rate (R), delay (D), network jitter (J), loss (L), and cost (C), the MADM methods have been state-of-art strategies for heterogeneous network selection. Some classic MADM methods include SAW (Simple Additive Weighting) [4] , MEW (Multiplicative Exponent Weighting) [5] , TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solutions) [6] , and GRA (Grey Relational Analysis) [7] . In these methods, each attribute would be assigned a weight to express its importance in network selection. In general, two types of weight decision strategies, referred to as subjective weighting method and objective weighting method, are investigated by researchers. For the former, attribute weights are determined according to empirical judgment or the demands of users, such as AHP [8] . For the latter, attribute weights are calculated by comparing the differences in objective attributes among alternatives, including entropy method and CRITIC [9, 10] . Both two kinds of weight decision methods have been successfully applied in MADM, however, there are still two problems deserving further investigation. On the one hand, "customer-centri" should emphasize the role of subjective weighting. However, it is difficult to construct appropriate judgment matrix to match different scenes, such as conversation, interaction and streaming media. For example, consistency test is often needed in AHP method. On the other hand, it is one-sided to decide attribute weights with only subjective weighting method or objective weighting method. Therefore, organically integrating the two methods would be a reasonable approach.
Based on above analysis, a novel heterogeneous network selection algorithm based on PCA is proposed in this paper. Firstly, PCA is introduced to construct subjective weights, where generalized Dice's coefficient (GDC) is applied to divide weight vectors for different application scenarios. Secondly, CRITIC is used to determine objective weights. Finally, a combined weight is complicated and a decision function is constructed to select the optimal network. The main contribution of this work includes the following two aspects: (1) PCA is firstly used as a subjective weighting method, where judgment matrix is not needed and the weight vectors are able to fit several subjective demands; (2) a combined attribute weight is calculated to harmoniously consider subjective demands and objective factors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section Methodology describes the proposed scheme in detail. Then, some simulation results are presented in section Performance evaluation. Finally, section Conclusions concludes this work.
Methodology
In this section, the proposed method is explained in detail. The first part shows that how to use PCA and GDC to construct subjective weights for various business situations. The second part gives objective weights by using CRITIC method. And the third part presents the combined weight and the final decision function.
PCA Based Subjective Weight. The mathematical principle of PCA is to transform input data into low-dimensional output feature through orthogonal matrix (i.e. loading matrix) [11] . Given a heterogeneous network system with nets and attributes, where is the value of -th net's -th attribute and be normalized by range transformation method, the PCA procedure is to solve the following eigenvalue problem:
where is further scaled to zero mean and unit variance. The solution of Equation (1) brings m orthogonal loading vectors , whose eigenvalue follow descending order, and each loading vector indicates a projection direction.
In general, one specific business scene would have its key attributes. Fortunately, PCA can just distinguish the importance of different attribute. And the reason why PCA can be used as subjective weighting method is mainly depending to that in PCA model, loading vectors are orthogonal with each other and the values of each vector represent different data information. To explain this, two points should be noted as following: (1) The large values of each vector are different; and (2) Larger value would indicate larger importance of attribute. Therefore, each loading vector can be used as subjective weight for one specific business scene, with which judgment matrix is not needed. Furthermore, one PCA model would bring several subjective weights corresponding to various application scenes.
It should be noted that we use the squared form of loading vectors in PCA model. This is because which satisfies normalization criterion. And for two vectors, they may reflect similar attribute importance, meaning that there would be several vectors corresponding to one scene. Figure 1 shows the structure of PCA based subjective weight, and the detailed procedure is summarized as follows. (1) Perform PCA model to obtain loading vectors . (2) Select the loading vector for one specific scene as follow: 
where denotes the indices of loading vectors for scene , and is the corresponding number of loading vectors.
CRITIC Based Objective Weight. CRITIC is an objective weighting method proposed by Diakoulaki, and the brief computation is summarized as follows.
(1) Calculate the standard deviation of -th attribute, denoted as:
where is the mean value of -th attribute.
(2) Compute the information value of -th attribute, expressed as:
Ir     (6) where is the correlation coefficient between the -th attribute and the -th attribute.
(3) Determine the objective weight, calculated as:
Therefore, the objective weight vector can be obtained as . Combined Weight and Decision Function. To take account of the objective attributes of network and subjective preferences, a combined weight is defined as:
where is the subjection weight vector for scene , and denotes the diagonal matrix.
Then, the decision function corresponding to scene can be defined by using SAW method. And the optimal network is selected according to the following equation:
where represents the optimal network (normalized by range transformation method) for scene .
Performance Evaluation
In this work, we set three business situations as conversation, interaction and streaming media for method evaluation. The heterogeneous network system has six networks with six attributes, as listed in table 1. And the most important attributes for three situations are tabulated in table 2 [13, 14] . The proposed method is applied for this system to evaluate its performance. For comparison, the AHP method is used to determine subjective weights, and the judgment matrices are constructed according to literature [15] . Similarly, CRITIC based objective weight and SAW method are also employed to construct combined weight and decision function, respectively.
Figures 2-5 present the detailed simulation results. In general, conversation services require low delay and jitter for voice communications, while streaming media allows a certain delay and requires higher bandwidth. And interaction services have some requirements for bit error rate, relatively low delay, thereby the loss rate would take more importance. According to figure 2, attribute weights based on PCA method reflect more significant importance than that of AHP based method, which are in accordance with above analysis. Figures 3-5 show the final decision function values of PCA based and AHP based methods, from which we know network 2 (UMTS2) is suitable for conversation services, network 4 (WLAN2) is match with demand of interaction scene, and network 5 (WiMAX1) shows more advantage for streaming media business. And the decision results of the proposed method are more obvious, especially in figure 5. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel heterogeneous network selection algorithm is proposed by introducing PCA method. In PCA model, different loading vector would reflect different attribute importance. According to this feature, we divide the whole loading vectors into several blocks to fit some different business scenes. Then we use CRITIC based objective weight to construct a combined weight, with which the subjective demand and objective feature of network can be considered simultaneously. The simulation results show that PCA based method outperforms AHP based method. Furthermore, PCA may be more suitable to deal with heterogeneous network system with massive networks and attributes.
